
From: Harry Markos   
Sent: 19 May 2023 00:53 
To: Section 62A Applications <section62a@planninginspectorate.gov.uk> 
Subject: RE: Section 62A /2023/0017 
 
Re : section 62A/2023/0017 
 I Am objecting to this application on the grounds it does not belong  here.  
Wren fky. From day one they came on a bank holiday and cut all the trees. Destroyed.  
Plus they intimidated us by parking their lorries outside are houses running and leaving them 
unattended. 
At the hearing the senior representative said we are good neighbours to have and I promise you no 
lorries will be in the country lane watch the video hearing saying this again that was a lies.  
Watch are video parking his lorry outside and plus wrong side of the road on a bend what would 
have happened if a car / van turned in plus  left unattended this is a hazard and very dangerous 
anyone can drive off and kill somebody.  They shouldn’t be down here. This B8 should not even be 
considered in a country protected zone. They have not even moved in and they have broken the 
laws with their lorries parking them outside are houses unattended and running. Broken promises by 
wren  all lies just to get their license  
Children use this country lanes waiting for school minibus. Dog walkers. Horse’s riders. Joggers. 
Cyclist. We have no pavement in this country lanes. So makes it even more dangerous  
Surely there must be a more appropriate place for a B8 lorry park. We are going have lighting 150 
thousand lumens in total  that’s what you have for a football pitch. Noise levels will be high loading 
and unloading engines running plus they want 24/7 access. When do you injoy are houses or 
gardens 
when they’re only feet away.No fences are high enough to block lightning and noise levels. 
 You need to come down  and have a look  for yourself then you would know how crazy this 
application is and should not even be considered. Watch video please.  
Thank you.  
Regards  
Harry markos  
 




